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Given a finite loopless graph G (resp. digraph D), let ~r(G), q~(G) and ~k(D) denote the 
minimal cardinalities of a completely separating system of (3, a separating system of G and a 
separating system of D, respectively. The main results of this paper are: 
(i) o'(G) =rain m Lm/2J ~'y(G) and ~0(G)= ['log 2"y(G)] where 3'(G) denotes the 
chromatic number of (3. 
(ii) All the problems of determining o-(G), ~o(G) and q~(D) are NP-complete. 
1. Pre "lmainmies 
The graphs and the digraphs considered in this paper are all finite. No loops are 
permitted. 
In order to state our problems we need to generalize the definitions of 
separating systems of a finite set. 
Let G =(V ,E )  be a graph with vertex-set V(G) and edge-set E(G), and 
F={XI  . . . . .  X,,} a family of subsets of V(G). 
Call F a total separating system of G if for any adjacent vl, v i ~ V(G) there exist 
disjoint Xk, X~ ~ F such that vl ~ Xk and v i ~ X~. 
Similarly, F is called a completely separating system of G if for any adjacent 
vi, v i ~ V(G) there exist Xk, Xz ~ F such that v~ ~ Xk, vj ~ X,  vi ~ XI and vj ~ Xk. 
Define F as a separating system of G if for any adjacent v~, v i ~ V(G) there is 
Xk ~ F containing exactly one of them. 
Clearly, when G = (V, E) is a complete graph, the total separating system, the 
completely separating system and the separating system of G defined above 
become those corresponding to the set V(G) (see [2], [3] and [5] for the 
terminology). 
Let -r(G), tr(G) and q~(G) denote the minimal cardinalities of a total separating 
system, a completely separating system and a separating system of G, respectively. 
Given a digraph D =(V, A)  with vertex-set V(D) and arc-set A(D), a family 
F ={X1, • •. ,  X,,} of subsets of V(D) is called a separating system of D if for any 
arc (v~,vi)~A(D) there is Xk~F such that v~C:Xk and vi~Xk. Let ~k(D) denote 
the minimal cardinality IF] of such a system of D. 
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For a real number , let [r] denote the smallest integer>~ r, and [rJ the largest 
integer ~r. Let 3J(G) denote the chromatic number of a graph G. 
In [1] the following two theorems concerning ~-(G) have been proved. 
Theorem 1, "r(G) =min{2p + 3 [log3(v(G)/2")] I P = 0, 1, 2}. 
Note. K.C. Hsu and F. Tian pointed out that 
min{2p + 3 [log3(~/(G)/2P)] I P = 0, 1, 2} 
= 1 + i'loga v(G)] + [loga(v(G)/2)] + I'loga(v(G)/4)]. 
Theorem 2. The determination f r(T) is NP-complete. 
The present paper is a continuation of [1]. Its purpose is to consider the 
complexities of determining or(G), q~(G) and ~k(D). 
2. Complexily of determining or(G) 
Let us begin to determine o'(G). 
m 3 minim ) 
m ~ a Proof. Setmo=min(ml([m/2j)~V(G) }. Our first aim is to show that from 
~(G)-colouring of G we can construct a completely separating system of cardinal- 
i ty  /TI 
A ~/(G)-colouring of G partitions V(G) into 3,(6) colour classes (71 . . . . .  Cv(6) 
such that any adjacent vertices belong to different classes. 
Let S ={xl , . .  , x~ be an m0-element set. As ( mo ~>v(G) ,  by Sperner's 
" \[mol2J] 
lemma there exists a Sperner family H={S1 . . . . .  Sv~c>} of subsets of S, i.e., no 
one member contains another. 
For each p = 1 , . . . ,  too, set X v = Uq Ea, C, where R~ = {q I xv e Sq ~/4}. We 
claim that the family F = {X1 . . . . .  X,, o} is a completely separting system of G. 
In fact, any adjacent vertices v~ and vj belong to different colour classes, say 
vi~Ck and vi~C l (k~l). For Sk and S~, by the definition of a Sperner family 
there exist x0, x q ~S such that x v ~Sk, xq ~Sz, x~ d St and x, d Sk. Therefore 
vi ~ Xp, vj ~ Xq, vi~ Xq and v i d Xp. The claim is proved. 
From the definition of or(G) we have 
or(G)<~mo=nfin{m l([ /2j)~v(G) }.
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So to prove the theorem it suffices to obtain the converse inequality. For this 
end we shall show that a /3-colouring of G can be derived from a completely 
separating system of cardinality tr(G), where/3 ~< ~ tr(G) 
\ to-((~)/2.1/ 
Let F'  ={X~ . . . . .  X~to~} be a completely separating system of G such that 
among all such systems of cardinality tr(G), ~,__t~)Ixll is minimal. 
For each vi ~- V(G), set Ti = {j I vie XI ~. F'}. Suppose that among 7"1 . . . . .  Tiv(~) I 
there are/3 distinct subsets, say T; . . . . .  T;. Thus we can partition V(G) into/3 
classes B1 . . . . .  B a as follows: 
v~ ~ B i i f andon ly i f  T~=T~. 
We claim that 
H '  ={T'i . . . . .  T~} is a Spemer family. 
For if this were not the case, then there exist T/,, T~ ~ H' such that T~, c T[. This 
means that/31 = X'~ if only Bk c X'i. Let 
X.=IX ; -Bz  if j ~ r/~, 
I t 
[X  i otherwise. 
It is easy to show that {x* , . . . ,  X'~(6)} is also a completely separating system of 
G, but E~(~ ) ~(~) • = IX~i[ <~i=I IX~[, contradicting the assumption f the minimality of 
~--(~) IX'il. This proves the claim. 
Therefore by Sperner's lemma we have/3 ~< ~ (r(G) 
\ L~(G)/2]/ 
For any adjacent v~, v i ~ V(G) there exist X~, X~e F' such that v~ e X~, v~ e X~, 
v~ ~ X~ and v i d X~:. Thus T~ ~ Ti, which implies that vi and v i belong to different 
classes Bp and Bq. Hence G is /3-colourable. It follows that ~(G) ---< /3 --- < 
tn  [o'(G) ).Final lywededucethattr(G,>..min{ml(Lm/2j)~.,(G,}.Theproof 
\to-(G)/2] 
is complete. 
By letting G be a complete graph of order n in Theorem 3, one can easily 
establish: 
Corollary [4]. Let S be an n-element set. The minimal cardinality of a completely 
m 
separating system of S is equal to min{m l (im/2j)>---n}. 
Now consider the complexity of determining tr(G). 
Theorem 4. The determination of tr(G) is N-P-complete. 
ProoL Let G+H denote the join of disjoint graphs G and H, i.e., G+H= 
(V',E') where V'=V(G)UV(H)  and E'=E(G)t3E(H)U{the dges joining 
each vertex of G to each vertex of H}. 
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Clearly, the determination of tr(G) is in NP. 
If one could polynomially determine tr(G), then one could also polynomially 
determine the largest integer k0 (<~/(G)) such that 
o-(a + Kko) = tr(G) 
where Kk. denotes the complete graph of order k0. 
It follows easily from Theorem 3 that 
3,(G) = \[o-(G)/2J l -  
So the assertion of the theorem is derived from the NP-completeness of Graph 
Colouring. 
3. Complexity of determining ~(G) 
Next let us turn to the determination of q~(G). 
Theorem 5. ~0(G)= [log2 ~/(G)]. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3. 
Set mo = [log2 ~/(G)]. Partition V(G)  into 7(G) colour classes C1 . . . . .  Cv(G~ 
such that no adjacent vertices belong to the same class. 
For each i = 1 . . . . .  3'(G), let b i~b i~- i  • • • bll be its binary representation. And 
for each ] = 1 . . . . .  too, set Xj = Ui~r~ G where R~ = {i I bit = 1, i = 1 . . . . .  3,(G)}. 
As any adjacent vertices vl and v i belong to different colour classes, say v~ ~ Ck 
and v i e C~ (k~ l), 
bk .~b~_ l  • • • b~l  ~ b l~b~.~_ l  • • • b . .  
Thus there exist bkp ~ blp, say bkp = 1 and blo = 0. It follows that vl ~ X. and v/¢ X.. 
Consequently {X1 . . . . .  X.~} is a separating system of G, which yields 
q~(G) <~ m0 = [log2 ~/(G)]. 
On the other hand, let F '=  {X~ . . . . .  X~(o)} be a separating system of G. For 
each v~ ~ V(G)  define its corresponding binary representation b i ,~(G)b i ,pCG)_  1 • • • b~x 
as follows: 
j= l  . . . . .  q~(G), b, j=~ 1 i f v ,~X~,  
t0 otherwise. 
Then V(G)  can be partitioned into /3 classes B1 . . . . .  B~ such that two vertices 
are in the same class if and only if they correspond to the same binary representa- 
tion. 
As for any adjacent vertices vi and v i there is X/, e F'  containing exactly one of 
them, they correspond to different binary representations (b~k:P b~k), thus they 
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belong to different classes. It follows that G is /3-colourable. So ~/(G)~</3. 
Obviously, /3 ~<2 ~*(G). We obtain q~(G)I> [log2 3~(G)]. This concludes the proof. 
An immediate corollary is: 
Corollary [3]. Given an n-element set S, the minimal cardinality of a separating 
system of S equals ['log2 n]. 
Theorem 6. The determination of ~o(G) is NP-complete. 
ProoL It follows from Theorem 5 that 
~(G) = 2 ~*(G)- ko 
where k0 is the largest integer such that q~(G+Kk,)= ~o(G). 
The rest of the proof is very similar to that of the proof of Theorem 4, and is 
omitted. 
4. Complexity of determining ~k(D) 
At last we consider the complexity of determining ~b(D). 
Theorem 7. The determination of ~(D) is NP-complete. 
Proof. Obviously the determination of ~(D) is in NP. 
By Theorem 4, to prove the theorem it suffices to show that the determination 
of ~0(G) polynomiaUy transforms to that of if(D). 
To this end we construct a digraph D = (V, A) from a given graph G = (V, E), 
where A is defined as follows: 
A = {(v,, vj), (v i, v,)[ [v,, viJ~E(G)}. 
It is easy to see that ~O(D)= q~(G). This completes the proof. 
However, the minimal cardinality of a separating system of a directed graph is 
not known. 
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